
 

 

AUTOMATIC GATES   

SWING GATES OR SLIDING? 

 

‘Which is better, swing gates or sliding?’  It depends on a number of things, such as 

available budget, the environment, ground levels, access and customer or user’s needs! 

 

         
 

What do you mean? Both systems have benefits as well as disadvantages and the obvious 

ones are the available space, landscape, type of use, level of security and failure status. 

 

Please elaborate!  Sliding gates are more often used in sites with higher levels of security 

need, such as industrial or commercial locations or sites that have access needs that can 

be best suited to the sliding option. However, some customers just prefer them 

cosmetically and sometimes driveway issues are better suited to their method of 

operation. 

 

         
 

What is the main failing of a sliding gate?  Extra space for the gate to open into and the 

gate itself has to be wider than the opening it fills.  All sliding gates should operate over a 

level path, so drive and local landscape levels have to accommodate for this. 

 

Cantilever style sliding gates may allow for uneven drive ways but will need to operate   

over a level plain.  Fitting any sliding gate on a slope is not recommended, it may be 

made to work under automatic control, but becomes dangerously powerful with added 

safety issues and could be worse in manual operation (gravity adding to load and 

potential hazard) 

 



   
 

If damaged sliding gates often have to be re-made and it is difficult to repair reasonable 

impact damage on site. Therefore, an ability to remove and replace the gate may be 

needed and the site could be without a gate for some time. 

 

       
 

Swing gates also have their place and offer alternative solutions.  They need to open, 

clear of obstruction and can be made of solid timber (not advised on sliding, as constant 

stability across the entire length is needed).  Swing gates offer less physical security but 

are repaired in a shorter time scale, with the ability to be given a temporary fix, while a 

new one can be made. 

 

         
 

Usually a greater cosmetic choice is gained from a swing gate option, but the overall 

width is restricted. Sliding gates often perform far better over wide access ways. 

 

Sliding gates usually require more civil work and additional support posts, but are often 

stronger as a result/ 

 

Every day, people experience the benefits of a reliable choice! 
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